2017-2018 Traveling Professors & Topics
Jamil Ahmad, MD (2016-2018)
William P. Adams, Jr., MD (2016 - 2018)
M. Bradley Calobrace, MD (2016 – 2018)
Mark Constantian, MD (2017-2019)
Daniel A. Del Vecchio, MD (2016 – 2018)
James Grotting, MD (2017 – 2019)
Joseph P. Hunstad, MD (2016 – 2018)
James D. Namnoum, MD (2017 – 2019)

Jamil Ahmad, MD – Toronto, ON, Canada
Key Concepts in Open Rhinoplasty
Primary Open Rhinoplasty
Rhinoplasty: Finesse in Dorsal Refinement
Safe Management of the Nasal Airway
Managing the Crooked Nose
The Role of Soft Tissue Fillers in the Nose
Drainless Abdominoplasty with Progressive Tension Sutures
Technical Refinements in Vertical Scar Breast Reduction
Understanding Implant Selection in Breast Augmentation
Enhancing Outcomes in Postbariatric Body Contouring
Incorporating Labiaplasty into Your Practice

William P. Adams, Jr., MD – Dallas, TX
Optimizing Breast Augmentation: The Process of Breast Augmentation
Bacteria, Biofilms and Capsular Contracture - 60 Year of Darkness But we are Beginning to See the Light
Augmentation Mastopexy – Algorithm for Minimizing Complications and Achieving Predictable Results
24 hour breast augmentation Optimizing Outcomes Process and Beyond
Evolution of soft-tissue planning in Breast Augmentation
Hot Topics in Plastic Surgery

M. Bradley Calobrace, MD – Louisville, KY
Algorithm for Pocket Selection and Control and Use of Soft Tissue Support in Revisional Breast Surgery
Capsular Contracture: Prevention and Treatment
Current Concepts and Approaches in Simultaneous Augmentation Mastopexy.
Demystifying the Dual Plane in Breast Surgery
Managing Chest wall and Breast Asymmetries in Aesthetic Breast Surgery
Secondary Augmentation Mastopexies: Surgical Approach and Review of 200 Consecutive Patients Preventing and Managing Primary Drivers of Breast Augmentation Complications
Primary Breast Augmentation: Preoperative Assessment and Surgical Approach
Incorporating Textured Round and Shaped Implants into your Practice.
Considering the Pros and Cons of Textured Round and Shaped Implants in Primary and Secondary Aesthetic Breast Surgery
Three Unique Breast Implant Textures: The Pros and Cons!
Incisional Approaches in Primary Breast Augmentation
The Assessment and Management of Tuberus Breast Deformity
Periareoalar (Circumareolar) Augmentation Mastopexy: Indications and Surgical Technique
Clinical Evaluation and Management of Animation Deformities in Breast Surgery
Etiology and Management of the Troublesome Double-Bubble Breast Deformities
The Business of Plastic Surgery: Are you in it to Win, or are you in it not to Lose?
Pearls for Creating a Comprehensive Plastic Surgery Practice

Mark B. Constantian - Nashua, NH
Rhinoplasty Patterns and Solutions: The Big Picture That No One Teaches You
Successful Grafting Techniques: When to Use Grafts and How to Make Them Work
How to Simplify Your Life and Improve Your Results with Endonasal Rhinoplasty
How to Make a Surgical Diagnosis and Set a Rhinoplasty Plan That Always Works
The Logic and Techniques of Secondary Rhinoplasty Simplified
Two Operative Plans That Solve Most Nasal Deformities
My Guide to Patient Selection: What You Can Learn From Your Unhappy Patients
How to Avoid Iatrogenic Obstructions and Maximize the Postoperative Airway

Daniel A. Del Vecchio, MD – Boston, MA
"Fat vs Fiction"-The Science of Fat Transplantation
Avoiding Complications in Large Volume Fat Transplantation
The Graph to Capacity Ratio – Soft Tissue Planning in Large Volume Fat Transplantation
Choices of Dehydration Devices in a Large Volume Fat Transplantation - An Economic Comparative Analysis
The Versatility of Fat Transplantation in Breast Surgery
Composite Breast Augmentation - The Combined use of Implants and Fat
Aesthetics, Anatomy and Application of Shape Change in Buttock Augmentation using Fat Transplantation
Understanding and Managing Medical and Aesthetic Complications in Buttock Augmentation Surgery
Expansion Vibration Lipofilling, a New Technique in Large Volume Fat Transplantation
Simultaneous Separation and Tumescence a New Technique in Large Volume Fat Transplantation

James Grotting, MD – Birmingham, AL
Topics – Pending

Joseph P. Hunstad, MD – Huntersville, NC
Abdominoplasty with Circumferential Body Liposuction
Vertical thigh lifting with Concurrent Liposuction and Skin Avulsion
Autologous Buttocks Augmentation and Lifting – The Purse string Gluteoplasty
Abdominoplasty for Patients with Complicating Existing Scars
Fleur-De-Lis Abdominoplasty – Technical Refinements
Experience with Natural Scaffolds and Soft Tissue Support – the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
Experience with Reverse Abdominoplasty
New Methods of Brachioplasty – Scar Placement Refinements with Concurrent Liposuction and Skin of Avulsion

James D. Namnoum, MD – Atlanta, GA
Topics - Pending

Lorne Rosenfield, MD - San Francisco, CA
The Pinch Rhytidoplasty: The “True” Lifestyle Lift!
The Pinch Lower Blepharoplasty: A Safer Technique with Superior Results
The High Tension Abdominoplasty 3.0: For a Safer and Comprehensive Solution.
The Upper Blepharoplasty: More than just a "Pinch"
Moon Shots in Plastic Surgery: How to Achieve Practice Excellence & a 0% Complication Rate!
The Brow Lift: A Case "Against"
The Care and Feeding of an Aesthetic Practice: From Start to Finish.
The Peri-Operative Checklist and the Prevention of Errors: Remembering to do Right and Forgetting to do Wrong.
The Breast Augmentation: An Aesthetically-Safe Approach
My Checklists within Checklists: The Psychological Checklist, The MRSA Prevention Checklist and More
Google Glass and the Surgeon: Present and Future
The Learning Curve: What it Really Takes to Teach Aesthetic Surgery
Cirque du Soleil and the Plastic Surgeon: The Balancing Act Between Aesthetics and Safety

Richard Warren, MD – Vancouver, BC, Canada
Topics - Pending